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Abstract:

Personalized recommender systems are commonly used to filter information in social media, and recommendations are derived by training machine learning algorithms on these data. It is thus important to understand
how machine learning algorithms, especially recommender systems, behave in polarized environments. We
investigate how filtering and discovering information are affected by using recommender systems. We study
the phenomenon of polarization within the context of the users interactions with a space of items and how
this affects recommender systems. We then investigate the behavior of machine learning algorithms in such
environments. Finally we propose a new recommendation model based on Matrix Factorization for existing
collaborative filtering recommender systems in order to combating over-specialization in polarized environments toward counteracting polarization in human-generated data and machine learning algorithms.

1

INTRODUCTION

The growing popularity of Recommender Systems
(RS) to help filter data to the users, has led to a dynamic interplay between the information that users can
discover and the algorithms that filter such information (Badami et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018). This
has given rise to several side effects, such as algorithmic biases (Dandekar et al., 2013; Baeza-Yates,
2016), filter bubbles (Liao and Fu, 2014), and humanalgorithm iterated bias (Shafto and Nasraoui, 2016)
and polarization (Badami et al., 2017). Recent research has studied different types of biases generated due to algorithms, including bias and fairness
in machine learning (Hardt et al., 2016; Fish et al.,
2016); as well as algorithmic bias(Hajian et al., 2016;
Lambrecht and Tucker, 2018), and assimilation bias
(Zhang et al., 2017). Polarization around controversial issues have arguably affected recommender systems (and vice-versa) (Garimella et al., 2016b). An
effective and efficient recommender system should
be able to provide the most suitable recommendation method even in the presence of a set of polarized
items. When such issues emerge on social media, we
often observe the creation of echo chambers or “Filter
Bubbles”, where there is greater interaction between
like-minded people who reinforce each others opinion
(Garimella et al., 2016b). These individuals do not get
exposed to the views of the opposing side, and this in

turn exacerbates polarization (Dandekar et al., 2013).
Allowing users to discover different viewpoints could
allow them to develop unique tastes and diverse perspectives (Knijnenburg et al., 2016).
In order to give the users a choice to see more
items, we believe that a recommender system should
enables users to discover novel items whose discovery
may become hindered as a result of the users continuous engagement with a system This is not necessarily the same as recommending a random item by trial
and error or by diversifying the recommendation list,
to increase diversity and serendipity. It is important to
note that recommender systems that improve diversity
and serendipity are not the same as polarization aware
recommender systems. This is because the former generally require diversity in the actual description or
nature of items, which in turn requires content data.
Our work primarily focuses on items that can cross
polarization boundaries, where polarization is based
on how users interact with the items (via ratings) and
not their content.
Research on polarization in recommender systems
has emerged rapidly, in recent years, as an important
interdisciplinary topic (Dandekar et al., 2013; Garimella et al., 2016b; Mejova et al., 2014; Nasraoui
and Shafto, 2016; Abisheva et al., 2016; Matakos and
Tsaparas, 2016; Garimella et al., 2016a), with some
efforts trying to decrease online polarization (Garimella et al., 2016b; Liao and Fu, 2014; Garimella et
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Figure 1: Polarization scores for different rating histograms.

al., 2016a; Badami et al., 2017) However, most current work on polarization has either been limited to
simple problems (Dandekar et al., 2013), has relied
on textual content to detect sentiment and then polarization, or has been confined to specific domains
within the context of political (or other controversial
domain) news and blogs. In this paper, we are more
interested in studying the emergence and aggravation
of polarization as a result of using collaborative filtering recommender systems.
Aiming toward alleviating the important problems
of over-specialization and concentration bias, especially in a polarized environment, we propose a new
approach to generating recommendation lists based
on a modified Non-Negative Matrix Factorization approach. We formulate theoretically-grounded scenarios for polarization which will allow a simulationbased analysis of the emergence of polarization, as
well as designing new counter-polarization strategies
for recommender systems. Our proposed approach alters only the input ratings based on the automatically
detected polarization of the items and the users prespecified tolerance for discovery. The proposed model aims to achieve a trade-off between accurate personalized recommendations and expanding the space
of items that can be discovered, hence escaping a filter bubble. Whether humans prefer to discover more
or less is beyond the scope of this paper. The proposed pre-recommendation approach is useful for other
applications where a dataset should be either published by an online recommender system provider or by
researchers. In addition, we propose an Interactive
Recommender System (IRS) inspired by (Dandekar
et al., 2013) to assess the effect of the proposed strategy on the diversity of recommendations in a polarized environment. We see the proposed simulation approach as a complementary method to investigate the
performance of a recommendation process in a polarized environment in an experimental setting.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our proposed methods, followed by experiments in Section 3. Finally, we make
our conclusions in Section 4.

2

PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we propose a strategy that can counteract population polarization, independent of a RS
algorithm. This means that it can later be employed
in a pre-filtering stage along with any recommender
system algorithm. Our proposed approach can be
used to handle polarization without compromising too
much on relevance-based (i.e. pure rating) predictive
accuracy. This is a useful strategy since most online
system providers are using a RS as a black box; hence,
it is difficult to look into the inner workings of the algorithm to modify it.
One might also think of alternatives such as a
straightforward counter-polarization approach, consisting of just including some randomly selected items
from the opposite view. Temporarily, this would seem
to solve the filter bubble problem and increase the diversity of the recommended list. However it would
cause much information loss which leads to recommending irrelevant items and eventually risks reducing user satisfaction with the system. In addition,
such a remedy is not able to solve the filter bubble
problem for a long period.
Finally, our proposed approach works in the context of the classical collaborative filtering (CF) Recommender system algorithm, however, unlike these
recommender systems, our proposed algorithm allows each user to control how much information to
see from opposite views. Similar to CF recommender systems, we also use latent factor models, specifically Non-negative Matrix (NMF), to characterize
both items and users based on a set of factors inferred
from user-item rating patterns. However, the proposed approach is not specific to NMF and can be easily
extended to any RS method. The goal of our proposed recommender system is to avoid guiding the user
toward the most popular items and rather to include
items that help users become aware of other items that
they are not able to discover on their own.
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2.1

Problem Definition

We start with our definition of polarization and then
define the problem of polarization-aware collaborative filtering (CF).
In the absence of polarization, the distribution of
opinions is either J-shaped as in figure 1d and
figure 1e, or bell shaped, as in figure 1c. However,
as polarization emerges, the resulting distribution
shifts to a U-shaped distribution, see figure 1a, with
two peaks emerging around the two dominant and
confronted opinions at the extreme sides of the rating
scale (Badami et al., 2017; Matakos and Tsaparas,
2016). There are some cases with a flat distribution,
1-b, which represent diverse opinions toward an item.
Different examples of such distributions are shown in
figure 11 .
Definition 1 - Polarization:
Given an environment G = (U, I, R), user u ∈ R1×n
had rated item i ∈ Rm×1 with rating rui ∈ Rm×n on
a scale of x to y. Item i’s polarization score φi is a
measure that captures the presence of a gap between
opposite concentration poles or opposite polarity
peaks of the histogram of all users’ ratings ri , when
such poles exist. We say the item is polarized if
φi ≥ δ. This definition is subjective and tries to define
an intuitive but data-driven notion of polarization.
Instead of using an explicit formula to calculate this
score, we compute it using a data driven machine
learning model that learns to automatically assign
a polarization score to any rating histogram after
training the model on real item rating histograms
that have been manually labeled according to their
polarization level (Badami et al., 2017)
Definition 2 - Polarization-aware Collaborative
Filtering Recommendation:
Given a set of ratings R ∈ Rm×n collected from a set
of users U ∈ R1×n for a set of items I ∈ Rm×1 , the
problem of polarization-aware collaborative filtering
recommendation (CF) can be modeled by the triplet
(U, I, R), in a way that a recommender system should
recommend a ranked item set i1 , ..., it ∈ I according to
1) the relevance of the item to the user’s interest, and
2) the item’s polarization score. As a realization from
definition 2, (U, I, R) can be denoted by (u, i, r) which
means that user u rated item i with value r.

1 Each distribution belongs to a movie crawled from
IMDb by (Badami et al., 2017) with polarization score, φ,
calculated by the method presented in the paper.
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2.2 Pre-recommendation: Countering
Polarization (PrCP)
In this step, we aim to transform the source data in
such a way that it mitigates extreme ratings that make
an item polarized. By doing this, we still keep the
user’s relative preferences, yet make it more moderate
so that no extreme recommendation can be generated
from a standard recommender system algorithm. We
perform a controlled distortion of the training data based on which a recommender system is trained to help
the users receive more useful recommendations, in the
presence of polarization. This transformation is based
both on the user’s willingness to discover more items
and on the item’s polarization score.
The proposed solution to counteract polarization
by making the training dataset less polarized, employs
a stochastic mapping function as defined below:
f : (U, I, R) → (U, I, R0 ) with probability p

(1)

The function transforms a user-item rating, rui (for
0 , based on the rating
user u on item i) into rating rui
itself, population average rating, item’s polarization
score and user’s chosen discovery factor, as follows.
gi
) × Φλi u +rui
gmax
gi
0
) × Φλi u +rui
rui
= rui + λu × (r̄ −
gmax
0
rui
= rui − λu × (r̄ +

if rui ≥ δ
if rui < δ
(2)

where λu ∈ [0, 1] is the user’s selected discovery
factor. At one extreme, it is 1 when the user indicates that s/he is interested in discovering more items,
especially from the opposite view. At the opposite extreme, if the user sets λ = 0, the result reduces to using
only the classical recommendation algorithm which
aims to minimize the squared error on the set of raw
ratings. Note that if a user expresses an interest in
considering items from the opposite view, it does not
necessary mean that s/he would definitely like or purchase those items. The goal here, is to simply give an
option to the users to be able to burst out of their filter bubbles. Φi ∈ [0, 1] is the polarization score which
is computed using the Polarization Detection Classifier (Badami et al., 2017). gi ∈ [0, 1] indicates the gap
between the two rating extreme ranges for a polarized item, in other words it measures how polarized
the user population’s ratings are for item i. We define
the gap gi as the difference between an item’s typical
minimum rating when it is liked and its typical maximum rating when it is disliked. In other words, the
gap gi captures the difference between extreme opinions regarding an item. We define gi as
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(c) Φ and rui
(a) g and rui
(b) λ and rui
Figure 2: Correlation between user discovery factor (λ), polarization score (Φ), rating (rui ) and gap (g) in the prerecommendation style counter-polarization approach.

gi =

maxu∈Liked(i) (rui ) − minu∈Unliked(i) (rui )
maxu (Ru ) − minu (Ru )

(3)

where Liked(i) is the set of users who liked item(i)
(i.e. rui ≥ δ) and Unliked(i) is the set of users who
didn’t like item(i) (i.e. rui < δ).
Note that the denominator normalizes the gap by
the extremes of the population ratings. gmax is simply
the difference between the maximum and minimum
rating that a typical user can provide for any item,
using the system’s rating scale. The more polarized a
population gets, the higher gi gets. δ indicates which
ratings are considered as liked versus disliked.

3

EXPERIMENTS

In order to evaluate the impact of our proposed
counter-polarization approach, we will take a deeper
look at the view space coverage and effects of polarization on the algorithms.
To empirically validate our proposed prerecommendation scheme, we first studied how factors
λu , Φi , gi would affect the mapping function from
section 1. Figures 2a-2c show how the difference
among extreme values affects the initial rating ri j
in a polarized environment if a user u has a high
discovery factor λ. In figure 2a, we assume that
ratings are on a scale of 1 to 10 and that all items
have the same polarization score, ∀i ∈ I, φi = 0.9.
As mentioned before, gi represents the difference
between extreme opinions of an item2 . Similarly,
figure 2b indicates how the transformation affects
the initial ratings for an arbitrary item i, where
gi = 2 and the user discovery factor λ is 1. Finally,
2 For example if g = 2, item i has received two diverging
i
sets of ratings from users. Users who liked this item rated
it 10,9,8,7, while those who did not enjoy the item as much
had given ratings in the range of 1 to 4. So there is a 2-gap
between the given ratings; hence, the item ratings histogram
looks like figure 3

we study the effect of the user’s chosen discovery
factor on transforming the source data. Here, we
assumed that gi = 2 and that the item is polarized,
with φi = 0.9. As shown in figure 2c, we performed a
controlled distortion of the training data from which
a recommender system is learned to help the users
receive more recommendations in the presence of
polarization. By doing this, we still keep the users’
preferences, yet make it more moderate so that, less
extreme recommendations are generated when using
a conventional recommender system algorithm.

3.1 Experimental Settings
Most data publishers provide information regarding
the data collection process, yet there are often hidden
biases which affect the recommendation process (Badami et al., 2017; Nasraoui and Shafto, 2016; BaezaYates, 2016). Hence, we study the effect of polarization on recommender systems on multiple users
in a fixed environment, inspired by (Dandekar et al.,
2013).
We evaluate the performance of our approach in
terms of rating prediction accuracy, using the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) (Koren et al., 2009). As part
of studying polarization. We also define the Opposite View Hit Rate (OVHR) ratio based on the ratio of
the number of items from the opposite view to the total number of recommended items. Considering each
user, if any of the items from the opposite view is included in the recommendation list, then a hit occurred.

3.2 Simulating the Interactive
Recommendation Process
We consider the following simple environment: Let
G = (U, I, R) be an environment where user u ∈ U
can rate item i ∈ I with rating rui ∈ R on a scale of
x to y. The item could be a book, web page, news
article, movie, etc. We define a recommender system
285
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Figure 3: Rating histograms of the items in environment G with polarization ratio 0.25.

algorithm as follows:
Definition 3: Let the number of users, |U| = n and
number of items, |I| = m. A recommender system algorithm takes environment G as input along with a
user u ∈ U, and outputs a set of items i1 , ..., ikt ∈ I.
Thus, given an environment G, representing which
users have rated which items and a specific user u,
a recommender system algorithm’s output is a list of
items to be recommended to u. We assume that u has
to pick only one item from the recommendation list
and that s/he then provides a rating rui for the selected
item.
We generate a rating environment with 50 users
and 200 items where items are evenly divided in two
opposite viewpoint sets that we refer to as red items
and blue items. Users are also divided into two groups
based on whether they like Red or Blue items 3 . Each
user u ∈ U rates half of the items of I, in such a way
that the rating rui is greater than δ4 if s/he likes item
i, and less than δ if s/he does not like it. This process forms environment G. We also assume that users
are rational and are truly expressing their preferences with ratings on a scale of 1 to 10. In order to
make the environment polarized, we assume that user
ua ∈ GroupA likes red items more than blue ones, and
hence all of his/her ratings for the red items are higher than all of his/her ratings for the blue ones. Similarly, we assume that user ub ∈ GroupB likes blue
items more than red ones and hence all of his/her ratings for the blue items are higher than all of his/her
ratings for the red ones. Finally, we generated environment G with different values of Gap, g and user’s
discovery factor, λu .
In order to understand the Interactive Recommender System (IRS), we start by showing some experiments that illustrate examples of how such a system
works in environment G. In all of the examples, we
3 These

labels are purely for the purpose of analysis and
they obviously do not affect the recommender system algorithms.
4 For concreteness, we assumed δ = 5.
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set the number of factors in the latent space, k f , to 5
and we compute the list of top kt = 5 items to be recommended to each user. The user will give a rating
for only one of the selected items and we take this
rating value from the true source of ratings, i.e. the
ground-truth data. We repeat this procedure 100 times
(there are 100 unrated items for each user) to simulate
an interactive recommender system scenario. In each
iteration, we measure MSE from the training and testing phases. We also keep track of the items to which
a user decided to react by providing a rating.
Figure 4 shows traces from the interactive recommendation system for user u ∈ GroupA, which means s/he likes red items more. We generate environment G considering for example that gap gi of 2 means that 7 ≤ rui ≤ 10 if u ∈ GroupA likes item i while
1 ≤ rui ≤ 4 if u ∈ GroupA does not like item i. Figure 3 shows the rating histogram of items and we
can clearly see that the difference between the range
of the two sub-populations of ratings given to an item
is 2. Figure 4, upper row, shows that a classic state
of the art recommender system, in our case NMF, is
always going to recommend red items, to which the
user had previously shown more interest. Although
the red items are relevant, the user Red is trapped in
a filter bubble that does not allow him/her to explore
any items from the opposite color/view, at least not
before the user has seen all of the Red items, the number of which may be enormous in a real life setting.
This finding is in line with finding in most of the literature (Lord et al., 1979; Flaxman et al., 2016; Dandekar et al., 2013). The second row shows the testing
MSE error for user ua . MSE decreases as the user provides ratings in each iteration; hence, there are fewer
unrated items for the user. We repeated the same experiment for user ub ∈ GroupB who likes blue items
more than red items and we observed the same pattern
as user ua but with Blue items.
Figure 5 shows the results of applying our proposed pre-recommendation counter polarization (PrCP)
strategy on the traditional NMF-based algorithm in
environment G for user ua . As we can see, the user
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Figure 4: Traces of the Interactive Recommendation process with the classical NMF-based CF recommendation algorithm in
environment G with different polarization ratio and gap values, for user ua who had liked red items more. Although the red
items are relevant, the user Red is trapped in a filter bubble that does not allow him/her to explore any items from the opposite
color/view, at least not before the user has seen all of the Red items.

Figure 5: Traces of the Interactive Recommendation process when applying the pre-recommendation counter polarization
(PrCP) strategy for user ua . As we can see, the user gets to see items from different a color/view even in a very polarized
environment.

gets to see items from a different color/view even in
a very polarized environment. The second row shows
the testing MSE error for user ua which follows the
same trend as before since PrCP doesn’t change the
updating function.
To make a more comprehensive evaluation of performance of the proposed counter-polarization appro-

aches, we repeat the experiment with varying the parameter λ for the proposed counter-polarization methodology. We consider two scenarios: (a) All users
have the same λ, i.e. λu = c ∀u ∈ U, where c is a
constant ∈ [0, 1]. (b) User u has his/her own unique
λ, λu = cu for user u and λu = 0 ∀u ∈ U − u, where
cu ∈ [0, 1], is a user defined constant.
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Table 1: Comparison of the counter-polarization methodologies with the classical NMF-based Recommender system in terms
of accuracy (on training and testing set, respectively) and opposite view ratio (OV HRu ,OV HRkt ). There are two scenarios:
Scenario (a): same λ for all users and Scenario (b): only user u has λu 6= 0.

Opposite View Ratio

Classic NMF
Scenario (a)
PrCP
Scenario (b)

λu = 0.2
λu = 0.5
λu = 1.0
λu = 0.2
λu = 0.5
λu = 0.7

OV HRu

OV HRkt

mean, std

mean, std

0.0 ± 0.00
4.8% ± 0.06
25.0% ± 0.035
4.8% ± 0.07
28.0% ± 0.41
5.0% ± 0.06
2.9% ± 0.21

5.4% ± 0.073
6.2% ± 0.075
7.0% ± 0.075

The intuition behind this experiment is to study
the effect of a user population on recommending
items to a single user and to all users. We run the
experiments for different λ ∈ [0.2, 0.7, 1] in environment G with gap = 2. Then, we compute MSEtest ,
MSEtrain and OV HR for each user and then take an
average over all 50 users. In order to have a comprehensive comparison, we compute OV HR in two ways:
(a) OV HRu : Compute the ratio of number of items
from the opposite view to what the user has picked
from the recommendation list. (b) OV HRkt : the ratio
of number of items recommended to the user from an
opposite view.
Table 1 shows that the effects of the two metrics
strongly vary depending on the chosen recommendation algorithm and strategy. Trends in varying parameters, show that the higher the user-defined parameter λ, the more she will be recommended items
from the opposite view, as desired by the user. When
comparing the traditional NMF-based RS with our
polarization-aware RS, we see that the traditional
NMF-based algorithm achieves good accuracy in rating prediction, yet it is not able to recommend any
item from the opposite view. In contrast, Our proposed pre-recommendation scheme can be added to
a traditional NMF-based RS and the PolarizationAware RS would recommend significantly more items
(p ≤ 0.05) from the opposite view compared to the
baseline approach, for all the degrees of user-defined
discovery factors. These differences between different recommendation processes would go unnoticed
if only accuracy measures were considered.
In addition, table 1 shows that having the same
user discovery factor for all users has less effect compared to increasing the user discovery factor for a specific user. As we can see in Scenario (b), having
an enthusiastic population does not always result in
288

4.9% ± 0.021
5.2% ± 0.042
5.8% ± 0.033

MSETrain

MSETest

mean, std

mean, std

22.02 ± 5.27
126.57 ± 38.13
122.38 ± 37.16
120.14 ± 34.40

138.96 ± 12.55
807.30 ± 70.51
805.33 ± 71.77
800.23 ± 64.91

123.92 ± 36.76
122.56 ± 39.081
120.97 ± 35.19

813.01 ± 36.76
804.01 ± 75.88
803.65 ± 64.65

counter-polarization. This effect is even more severe
in the polarization-aware strategy where the users do
not see any item from the opposite view even when
the user population has λu = 0.5 ∀u ∈ U.
Finally, by looking at the number of recommended
items over time in figure 5, we can see our proposed
methodology succeeds to cover items from the opposite view after a few iterations and broadens the viewpoint spectrum even faster if the user is more interested in discovering items from different viewpoints.

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the mechanism of filtering and discovering information while using recommender systems. We found that environments with
different polarization degrees engender different patterns. We proposed a counter-polarization methodology that succeeds to cover items from the opposite
view after a few iterations and can broaden the viewpoint spectrum even faster if the user is more interested in discovering items from different viewpoints.
The ability of the user to tune the degree of discovery
into the opposite viewpoint is an important feature in
a polarization-aware recommender system because it
allows the users to make decisions about their exploration space. This also contributes to the transparency
of a RS algorithm.
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